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Meet the
Clarkes

We have learned so much from being entrepreneurs for the past
20+ years and we have learned the system of how to co-create in

having Success in Our Relationship & Business TOGETHER- 
7 Ways to Make Money with your Honey.

 
After being together for almost 30 years while being parents to

six and becoming Seasoned Entrepreneurs, we are now teaching
other couples how to do the same. We created a platform

uniquely to empower other couples who are either established
or who wish to become business owners who can activate the
Entrepreneurial mindset within! Being able to run a business

while running a family, working another 9-5 and meeting all the
other obligations can make you lose STEAM FAST! It can be very

difficult to stay Motivated in your relationship while you're
attempting to keep it all together.

 
GOD put you both TOGETHER for a reason….whether it is to
teach a skill, baker, driving, hairstylist, researcher, website

creator or whatever your expertise is; you are here to tap into
THAT which will allow you to generate money TOGETHER!

 
We are here to let you know you have skills and/or knowledge
that other people want, so turn it into a business and make the
dream happen TOGETHER! We have taken the guesswork out of
the system of Co-Creating. We have taken everything we have
learned so that the couples who connect with us can FINALLY

achieve their DREAMS.
 

In this WorkBook, We will show you just how you can begin to
build your empire, together to take your Relationship and

Business to the Next Level!
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TODAY is your
Pathway to Success!

Success Awaits YOU!
Congratulations!! We are so happy about your decision as a couple

of getting serious about creating and building a successful
relationship and business that can stand the test of time and create

your new legacy. By taken advantage of this opportunity, we can see
that you are in ACTION MODE; this is a critical key for you in

Succeeding or Failing.

In this Workbook, we will begin to guide you through the Step-By-
Step Instructions of 7 Ways to Becoming Successful together. This

was designed just for Couples to take back control of their Finances,
Family and Free-Time!

There are hundreds of couples who have uncovered ways to achieve
their successes in their relationship and in business, and we believe that

you can as well with the right tools. The reasons we have found that
couples are excited about Making Money with their Honey is because
they are tried of living from paycheck to paycheck and are looking for

tools to find out how they meant beyond their basic needs. 
Couples are going into businesses TOGETHER more than ever before,

and for good reason: They are taking CONTROL of their income,
leveraging online marketing at a tremendous cost savings, and creating

their own schedules with the FREEDOM to live the LIFE of their dreams
while being a Blessing to those that cross their paths. The World is

ready for COUPLES who are ready to claim their SUCCESS! Each of us
was born with gifts and talents, which when United together as a

couple, your unlimited potential will be unleashed.
We have to tell you, with al the couples we have coached we have not

met a couple yet who’s #1, end of the day goal, is to make
money and making more money with your Honey become a BONUS!
We all were created with a Purpose. We believe wholeheartedly that

Couples owning their own company will change their lives!
It will be the most enjoyable, fulfilling, rewarding and

exhilarating experience you'll ever Have together! It’s going
to require you to take Action and take a substantial look at yourself

along the way to make your DREAMS a REALITY.



Instead of focusing on what we wanted, we began to focus on how
we can be of service! When we began being of service to others with

our time and skill sets, the evidence of that system working was
becoming more and more apparent. 

We know EXACTLY how it feels to struggle in business and in our
relationship. Statistics show that 90% of the couples that are in

business together continue to struggle in ONE OR MORE areas of
their life. So we are on a MISSION to help Serious and Motivated

Couple Entrepreneurs who would like to build a successful business
right from their kitchen table, basement or living room…It doesn’t

matter where!! We have a burning passion to see your business and
your relationship to be successful so that it can stand the test of

time!! Because believe us, you will be TESTED!!!

When we discovered our purpose of our WHY, we became united
with our goals and the mission was easier to realize as we made the
conscious decision to fulfill it! We have a responsibility to discover
our unlimited potential and taking it to the Next level can create a
thriving enterprise in more ways than one. We are convinced that

your behavior is very important to achieving successful results!
Taking the Action steps in this Workbook is the beginning creation

process of YOUR Successful Relationship and Business. It’s not
enough to collect information; it must be in constant motion for the

effects to be seen and established!

For those looking for a “Get Rich, Quick Fix”, you are in the wrong
place! We are here to tell YOU that those possibilities DON’T STAND
THE TEST OF TIME. You may experience some money and a fleeting

sense of success but it does not create a Long Lasting Pedigree to
financial wealth or success!!
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Answer these TWO
questions before we

get started?
 Let’s get started in creating this new experience and discover the unique

reason in which you both were brought together.
1. In 3 sentences or less, write what you would like to get out of this training.

2. In 3 sentences or less, write what needs to happen in order for you and your partner to get      
    the most out of this training?
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Your Beliefs determines how successful you will be. We have
discovered that your mindset is the most important key to

becoming a Success! BELIEF is one of the strongest attributes
that you will need in any aspect of your path in order to reach

the Next level.
Approaching the Process of SUCCESS require you to confront

and shift your mindset—the way you think and feel about
yourself, others, money, circumstances, life in general, and the
world at large will have an impact on you succeeding in life. 
Did you know that embracing new attitudes and  habits is

actually a scientific process that can activate the successful
life you have dreamed of having.

Step 1: Program your
Mindset for Success

Exercise A:1
A:1. Where Is Your Thinking at this time?

The process of transforming your mindset starts simply with
identifying how your thoughts and attitudes have impacted your

way of living.
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Yes, sticking with old thoughts and attitudes is easier than
forming new ones..Staying “as is” will not give you the

future you both desire to have. The mindset shift is
possible although real transformation requires real work to
carve out those new pathways in your brain. It takes going

to take intentional practice with much effort to begin to
reprogram your mind and carve out the new one. Why?

Because we are more comfortable with what is familiar to
us while reprogramming requires, focus, commitment and

acknowledgement.

Exercise A:2
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Exercise A:2
A:2. What are your intentional thoughts?

 Consider if your thinking lines up with your core values and life
purposes.



Becoming present to your beliefs is Important for you to
succeed.  When you assess your beliefs, you will begin to no

longer operate “out of fear” of the unfamiliar or unknown
places. Fear stems from the unknown. Many couples

become stuck by their fears and they never live up to their
full potential. The pathway to succeeding is that you will

have to embark in unknown territory. Not knowing exactly
how to tackle your fears and all of the contributing factors is

caused for anxiety. You can overcome your fear(s) in this
case by breaking the big into smaller, more manageable

pieces. By tackling your concerns/fears one at a time, you
can begin to take baby steps toward conquering your fears.

Exercise A:3
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Exercise A:3
A:3.  Begin to break your fears into little pieces.  Write the fear

down then write the regret, and finally write the action you need
to take. You will begin to dismantle your fear brick by brick.



Begin to operate from a place of possibilities and abundance.
A new window will begin to open! Everyday you have the

opportunity to start your day with a growth mantra.  You are
a leader.... and True leaders are committed to lead others
through a positive attitude. Start your day with a growth

mantra once again:  You are a leader.... and True leaders are
committed to lead others through positive attitudes. 

Exercise A:4
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Exercise A:4
A:4. How would you assess your possibilities of abundance stage?

Start with identifying your strengths as an individual. 
You have to decide to practice creating the new positive mindset

by repeating the attitude daily.



 Things will go better when you commit to the process of
shifting your mindset and begin living in a positive and
enjoyable state of mind. You have to believe that you

deserve to be Successful. 
For example, if you look at any successful couple whether
they are business owners or high level executives within

someone else’s company, they have achieved their personal
goals and/or dreams because they developed a POSITIVE

MINDSET about the outlook of their life. They did not leave
their SUCCESS up to the actions of someone else but they

allowed their FAITH and ACTIONS to work in
synergy for their behalf. It's all about the attitude you put

forward, so be sure to make it enjoyable!

Exercise A:5
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Exercise A:5
A:5. Write and share your Positive Mindset actions/activities on

what your commitment level will be on a daily basis.



You Are Ready!
 So now that you have learned that your mindset is actually

more important than you knew then you are Ready. You hold
a vibration within yourself, to generate and attract the NEXT

level!
Your MINDSET sets the tone for your family, your finances,
and for the very freedom you are looking to create! It is not

determined by your geographical location, being smarter,
having a degree or knowing the RIGHT PEOPLE; neither

about how much money you have in your BANK ACCOUNT
right now. Your Success is simply about STARTING RIGHT

WHERE YOU ARE! It is TIME to leave the old mindset
BEHIND you and embrace your HERE & NOW! Allow your

PRESENT to be a fresh start with a building a Successful
Foundation in your MIND!

Remember that anyone can change their mindset which leads
to Action and then begin to create the Results needed to

achieve success. The negative thoughts of the past failures
and disappointments individually and together as couple can
potentially sabotage your future. Success lives in the Mind.
Many couples don’t realize if they can just come together in
Agreement concerning how they view their SUCCESS they
can and will attain it! During this process, you must learn to

QUICKLY replace a Negative Thought with a Positive
Thought. Being an active participant in the reprogramming of
your Mindset and having an Accountability Partner brings a

new value system to the forefront.

7



Remember, it starts within you.
 

It starts with your internal programming so that when you
move into the action and the ‘doing it’, this workbook will

actually work for you.
When starting off in this endeavor, you must BE

TRUTHFUL TO YOURSELF when recognizing that you are
the one person that can change your present situation and
by taking total Responsibility for your own actions. Use the

space below to take time to PRACTICE EVERYDAY!! In
time as you practice reprogramming your Mindset for

Success, it will become like every other inert action you
have previously experienced.

8
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Before actually having a Successful Relationship, Family and
Business, you must define what Success means to You &

(BOTH OF YOU) as a Couple. You both have to be in 100%
Agreement with being entrepreneurs. A couple is only going

to be successful as long as they are in concert with the
creation of the vision.

A successful couple must first identify their core gifts,
talents and values that helps keeps them motivated to

succeed day after day and realistically what brought you
together. Simply stated, “If it doesn't motivate you it

probably won’t last and it will likely to lose your
momentum”. The solution is within the planning stages of
co-creating from a space where both will be excited and

happy about what you will be working in.

Step 2: Co-CREATING
HABITS OF SUCCESS

9

Exercise B:1
B:1. List All of your Core Gifts, Talents and Values as an individual for

each of you! Then as a Couple?



WHY Co-creation?
Statistics have shown an uptick in Couples who are going

into businesses TOGETHER and for good reason.
However, 90 percent will experience some level of
struggle in their relationship, business or both. The

challenge is that couples must go far beyond the general
gauge and move from being ordinary to succeeding as

extraordinary. Wherein, you have highlighted the
necessary component which completes one another and
not competes with one another. In the beginning of this
process, co-creating of your strong foundation is a Must.

As a couple, it’s necessary to identify your strengths.

Exercise B:2
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Exercise B:2
B:2 Write the components of strengths that will allow you to work

with each other not just in the relationship but also in business?



This exercise is vital to the couple wherein they begin to
identify their individuals gifts then integrate their gifts. For
example: When the individual within the partnership leads

with their gifts, talents and skills, they are most likely to
sustain a level of motivation. Which must include their

partner and expressing appreciation for their contribution
and commitment as well; they are more than likely to keep up

their momentum within the team dynamic. While managing
as humans, we are triggered by knowing and hearing that we

are appreciated.
Successful Couples: Inspire the Best and Support one Another

Exercise B:3
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Exercise B:3
B:3 Now remember your gifts that you listed earlier; list how those

gifts can be united? List how you can implement how they can
complete one another rather than compete with each other.



In these Exercises, you will begin to do a number of assessments that
will include focusing on the individual as well as the couple dynamic.

Successful couples begin to build a winning team by shifting their
perspective from “I”to the “WE” approach that strengths their overall
relationship and business. (as explained more in the Couples Success

Planner)

Exercise B:4a,4b

Exercise B:4a, 4b,
B4a- Define your Roles : Refer back to exercise A:4 where you identified each
other strengths as an individual. 

4b-Personality type and your Couple Type: That old concept of
"opposites attract" in fact, can be very true when it comes to love

relationships. Through research, people are usually attracted to their
opposite such as Extraversion/Introversion and Judging/Perceiving

scales. You can get a free personality test online and we recommend
the Myers-Briggs. We are naturally attracted to individuals who are
different from ourselves and therefore somewhat exciting. But it's

not just the exciting differences which attract us to our opposites, it is
also a natural quest for completion.

B:4b- Identify your Personality Type and your Couple Type

12



In these Exercises, you will continue with the assessment process that will
include focusing on the individual as well as the couple dynamic. 

Exercises: B:4c,4d,4e

Exercises: B:4c,4d,4e

B:4c- What are my Communication style and temperaments? ask your self
Does it work and if not how can I improve the way I communicate?

13

B:4d- Write your Commitment levels to mastering your skills to build the
relationship and financial freedom

B:4c- Communication style: Ensure that when you speak, that you’re honoring
yourself and one another. You can be clear in the way you communicate by

watching your tone and temperament while thinking before you speak. 

B:4d- You both have to be in 100% Agreement with being entrepreneurs. A
couple is only going to be as successful as long as they are in concert with the
creation of the vision. Create an atmosphere of trust ...being a person of your
word starts with your Agreement and Commitment level to your growth in

mastering your skills individually and together.

B:4e- Being Consistent is imperative to having a successful relationship and
financial freedom. Being consistent will tie into your mindset which really

helps you in staying true to your core values. 

B:4e- Write your core values and how it will guide your behavior and choices
of action to fulfill your goals to have success..



 Now as a couple, you are seeing the profound impact on
what is possible in your relationship, knowing that the
SHARED VISION is vital to achieving Success. You will

have goals that can be achieved as an “individual” and as a
“couple” but by working together to make each GOAL a
tangible through action; you will see how great YOU will

become! In order to reach your goals to have that thriving
relationship, sustainable, consistent income there must be
a success principles to guide you Create; the couple power

statements will begin to totally reprogram your internal
workings to change your success mindset.

Exercise B:5
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Exercise B:5
B:5 Create --your "couple power statements" these will begin to

totally program your internal workings to change your
success mindset.



As mentioned in Step 2, It’s important to remember the “I” vs
the “WE”, it is an integral part when co-creating your Core

Values of your relationship and your business - it will begin to
set the foundation for sustaining your lasting Success.

Because your business will be such a big part of each
individual’s life, it is important that you BOTH be on the same

page. To attract the life you desire, you’ve got to know that
your WHY matters and understand that you were uniquely

created and there were divine forces that brought you
together. It’s important to prioritize your WHY because your

WHY can get lost in busyness of your lives.

Step 3: Understand Our
Why

15

Exercise C:1

C:1. Ask yourselves: Out of all the billions of people on the planet;
HOW and WHY did we find each other? It's for a divine purpose.



 Now as a couple, you are seeing the profound impact on
what is possible in your relationship, knowing that the
SHARED VISION is vital to achieving Success. You will

have goals that can be achieved as an “individual” and as a
“couple” but by working together to make each GOAL a

tangible action; you will see how great YOU will become!
In order to reach your goals to have that thriving

relationship and a sustainable, consistent income, there
must be success principles to guide you in Creating; the
couple power statements will begin to totally reprogram
your internal workings to change your success mindset.

Exercise C:2
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Exercise C:2
C:2 Create --your "couple power statements" these will begin to

totally program your internal workings to change your
success mindset.



 In Exercise C1, you should NOW know the answers to
defining your Why and now you can define your purpose in

the world that YOU as a couple can solve.
This exercise is a crucial part for you as a couple being

Successful, getting clear about your goals & knowing what
actions to take is important. Many individuals may create
goals without having a discussion with their partner; by

doing so they are not connecting and continuing to operate
from their individual core values and their WHY rather

than creating a purpose cohesively and collaboratively. We
believe the biggest reasons behind having a thriving

relationship, making more money, building strong
families and community is defining your WHY.

Exercise C:3

17

Exercise C:3
C:3 Identify 3 goals: the purpose and actions that will help you
work in a cohesive and collaborative manner with each other. 



In these Exercises, you will begin to do some Brainstorming Questions!
In exercise C1, it gave you the opportunity to create your pathway to
success based on your desires and that are aligned with each other’s
core values; which when putting it all together it will bring to activate

our “WE” core values.

Identifying your WHY will help you to enjoy the process of growing in
the relationship which creates an atmosphere for everything to work.

Couples who are embracing “their WHY” will increase in their self-
worth, income, health, love and have a greater impact to those who

they are called to be of service in the marketplace.

Exercise C:4a,4b,4c

Exercise C:4a, 4b,4c,
C:4a- Identify what you do  with ease, you can do it all day without getting paid

for it?? Then it’s probably a value. Keep it! 

C:4b-Identify what doesn’t bring you excitement and/or happiness? Then it’s
probably not a value. Delete it!

C:4c- Identify what does bring you excitement and/or happiness? Then it’s
probably not a value. Keep  it!

18



 Simply put, people are always giving their input as to what
they think we should do; instead begin to look deep inside

to your own truth which will allow you to tap into your
core values. Getting in touch with what you’re doing

will ensure that there is a market for you to make even
more money. We would never recommend anyone to

attempt to sell ice to an Eskimo. We know that you have
unique talents within us, however getting clear with your

WHY and your Goals before you start-It puts you in a
position to work smarter not harder than you have to.  

A Starting Point: is setting you up with all the ways to get
started in making money with your honey.

Exercise C:5

19

Exercise C:5
C:5 Use these lines below to help you with Creating your starting

point.



 Communication is crucial to a successful relationship.
By learning how your communications style works, it can foster a

stronger sense of self and a healthier relationship. As simple or
obvious as we may seem to think communication is, there are

often principles that are often overlooked. Begin to take time to
consider how you communicate not just with your partner but in

general.

 Step 4: Identifying your
Communication style

20

Exercise D:1
D:1. Is your way of communication effective? Do you consider your

tone before you speak? Write how is or is not effective.



  What we have we have found in doing the sort of
spiritual, mindset work— our relationship is stronger, we
have gained a greater self-confidence all because of the

abilities of communication. We have found that all
these steps are necessary and there becomes an

 imbalance when couples skip steps. The first step is in
learning the 4 different forms of communication style from
Step 4 of the book and identifying which one best fits you. 

Exercise D:2
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Exercise D:2
D:2 Write which communication style best fits you. Write your

temperaments. 



  Now that you have Identified which communication style
best fits you.  Continue to answer the question below.

Exercise D:3

22

Exercise D:3
D:3 When you speak...are you honoring yourself and one another?



In these Exercises, you will begin to do more Brainstorming on How
you can become an assertive communicator. Assertiveness is

essentially were we want to be in our communication style it allows us
to take care of ourselves, and is fundamental for good mental health

and healthy relationships. It's not always easy to become more
assertive, but it is possible. So, if your disposition tends to be

more passive or aggressive than assertive, then it's a good idea to
work on becoming more assertive in your communication.

Exercise D:4a,4b,4c

Exercise D:4a,4b,4c
D:4a- Identify do you have a good understanding of self i.e- self love, self-
worth-- If you find yourself struggling. Write some positive affirmations to

begin to shift your mindset.

D:4b-Identify how you can begin to take control over those behaviors that don't
serve you, your relationship or your  community.

Remember that you can only control your behaviors and you can't control other
people's behavior

D:4c- Identify how you can control your emotions and to stay respectful at all
times even if you are triggered.
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As leaders, people are looking for you for guidance and to
model ways to communicate effectively with power. You

will learn activate as the exercises continue.

Exercise D:5

Exercise D:5
D:5 Write - How can you begin to model as individuals and as a

couple assertiveness? 

24



As you embark on this journey spending countless hours a week in the
same proximity, some big expectations along with the day to day life

curve-ball that can be thrown…. Creating the shared vision will begin to
give you both a mental picture in your mind of how your relationship

and your business life can be. Successful couples realize the importance
of planning and that it starts with the shared vision - which includes
researching the Ins and Outs of Achieving the Vision. It’s important to

actually have your vision written down! Get it out of your head!
 You can refer back to B:5 exercise.

 Step 5: Write the
Shared Couple Vision

20

Exercise E:1
E:1. Do you have a written vision statement for your relationship ?



Exercise E:2
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Exercise E:2
E:2 Write your vision statement for your business?

Couples who have their vision statements tend to think more
accurately regarding their values, goals and the overall

direction in life. 
 Remember, it’s important to actually have your vision

written down! Get it out of your head!

Write it down!



Exercise E:3
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Exercise E:3
E:3 Write below some of your expectations!

.When couples enter into a relationship and then a business
partnership with many silent expectations, opinions and
thoughts of how it should be or not be; it can create an

entity that will have built in assumptions. These thoughts
have been preconditioned subconsciously either by our

family, friends, media or even our respective cultures. To
avoid these unnecessary power struggles, successful

couples have learned to share their expectations with one
another by discussing their thoughts and expectations to

create the plan to take their commitment to one another to
the next level.



In these Exercises you learn  the 
The How to:  Write out a clear vision in the present tense and

place it somewhere for you to read EVERYDAY. Ours
is posted on our bathroom mirror and remember the clearer you

both are, the less confusion it will be in the long run.
 

When forming your Vision as a Couple, focus on the different
areas of your relationship and business:

Love Life, Money, Parenting, 
Business, Spirituality, Health & Lifestyle.

Exercise E:4a,4b,

23

Complete the exercises below ( Referring to Step 5 in the Book)
Exercise E:4a,4b,
E:4a-Vision Statement for Love life

E:4b-Vision Statement for Money



Exercise E: 4c,4d,4e,4f

E:4d-Vision Statement for Spirituality
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Continue the exercises below ( Refer to Step 5 in the Book)
Exercise E:4c,4d,4e,4f

E:4c-Vision Statement for Business

E:4e Vision Statement for Health

E:4f-Vision Statement for Lifesyle 



This powerful exercise that you are about to begin will
show you how to use your energies together into shaping
the life you BOTH desire through the powers of intention

and visualization. You are activating your Inner Powers
which means you are beginning to manifest your dreams

into turning them into your new place of reality.

Exercise E:5

Exercise E:5
E:5 Put it all Together- post it somewhere you both can  see it

everyday

24



As new or seasoned entrepreneurs, in order to generate consistent streams
of income and sound sustainable businesses; you must master your time
and money so that they work in concert with each other.  We have found
that most successful couples starting off in business must have a plan to

support their vision which includes managing their finances, personal
feelings, and the day to day operations of the respective business in order

for it to be stable.
In the last step (Step 5), we discussed how to write the vision and now in

this step, we will discuss how to create your Vision by Mastering your Time
and Money. We have learned the big difference between being a just a
couple vs. being an entrepreneurial couple and what it really takes to

actually manifest your desires from the time, money and energy.

 Step 6: Mastering your
Time and Money
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Exercise F:1
F:1. Do you have a written vision statement for your relationship ?



Exercise F:2
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Exercise F:2
E:2 Write you vision statement for your business?

Now you can use our Personal Net Worth Worksheet to
document where you are at this current moment in regards

to how your finances have been utilized, saved and invested.
This exercise is a necessary step as your numbers do not lie

and if you know them then you can do something about it as
you grow through the different parts of generating wealth!



Exercise F:2 con't
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Exercise F:2

Now you can use our Personal Net Worth Worksheet to
document where you are at this current moment in regards

to how your finances have been utilized, saved and invested.
This exercise is a necessary step as your numbers do not lie

and if you know them then you can do something about it as
you grow through the different parts of generating wealth!



Exercise F:2 con't
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Exercise F:2

Now you can use our Personal Net Worth Worksheet to
document where you are at this current moment in regards

to how your finances have been utilized, saved and invested.
This exercise is a necessary step as your numbers do not lie

and if you know them then you can do something about it as
you grow through the different parts of generating wealth!



Now if this exercise has caused some feelings to come up
to the surface while completing it, it was meant to do so. At

times, the numbers that we need to see can cause the
necessary actions to start to occur. It can run the gamut of
needing to assess our spending habits and/or luxuries to
those who see their investments that need to be shored

up/added to. Remember these numbers are what is being
presented at this time and they can change with your very
actions as an individual and as a couple. Legacy building is
a process that takes focus and discipline to accomplish. By

taking the appropriate measures, you can see these
numbers become what you wish to see!

Exercise F:3

Exercise F:3
F:3 What feelings came up while doing this exercise? 
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Now that we have gone through the 6 previous steps, you can begin to
consciously see how create life as a Successful Couple.

The Difference is… What we have found out is that the most successful
POWER COUPLES around the globe have one thing in common…

A shared belief is having a Mentor!
 Are you taking the opportunity to obtain a Mentor in your life?How

many times have you created a New Year Resolution? Then what
happened? A mentor teaches you the fundamentals that will highlight

your fullest potential in life! It is an Essential part of their success! They
have learned to surround themselves with others that can share their
knowledge, wisdom and experience in creating Greatness Together.

 Step 7: Successful
Couples Have Mentors
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Exercise G:1
G:1. Who is in your ears? Who’s Mentoring your Goals?



Exercise G:2
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Exercise G:2
G:2 Write your why for having a mentor?

 WHY should YOU have a Mentor is take the guesswork
out for you so to succeed in a particular area with a clearer

intention, quicker adoption and sharper focus!

9 Times out of 10 ….YOU will start off with Motivation
beyond measure and by February, you have lost the
momentum or simply lose interest or just other life

obligations become more of a priority.

Research estimates that less than 10% of New Year's
resolutions are actually achieved. The Real Issue is that our
minds have been on an Automatic Mode. The Mentor will

keep you on your toes with practicing tools of Success and
fulfilling your obligations to yourself.

Without having that necessary individual(s) to keep you in
integrity, you will not change your MINDSET on your

own….
It becomes a No Brainer…when you get a MENTOR, you

become committed to seeing yourself successful as an
individual & ultimately as a couple!



Exercise G:3
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Exercise G:3

G:3 Name some of the things that you will implement from this
workbook right now!

 Mentorship Matters

Mentors take their responsibilities very seriously. We as
mentors will motivate, teach, guide, and awaken the

confidence within YOU to start making more money while
living out your life’s dreams together!

Mentors are committed to seeing you succeed in your
business and in your relationship! We aid in removing all

Barriers to Living the life you Both have dreamed of
Achieving “One Day” and Turn the “One Day” into “An

Actual Achievable Date”!



You Are Ready!

Thank you for joining us on this journey. Success can be
achieved if you are open to the process and the willingness
to do what it takes in working together. As you grow as a

couple, you will be able to experience the life of your
dreams. Know that you're not alone and that you can join

the community.

We desire to make a lasting impact with couples wherein
they can begin to Co-Creating the lifestyle they have

Dreamed of having together! If you have a burning desire to
make a difference in the world then you have found the right
community to do just that. We don’t believe in luck, there is a

reason you have connected with us at 
www.gregandcherylclarke.com

If you feel you could benefit more from us...you can TAKE
ACTION NOW by contacting us directly at

info@gregandcherylclarke.com 
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